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THE EUROPEAN IN‐KIND CONTRIBUTION
TO THE ITER REMOTE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Abstract
This

document

provides

an

overview

of

the

so

called

IRMS

(ITER

Remote

Maintenance

System)

which is the complex collection and integration of different Remote Handling devices, each one devoted
to performing a specific set of maintenance tasks on the in‐vessel or ex‐vessel components The document gives
particular attention to those IRMS sub‐systems that belong to the European procurement‐in‐kind.
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Acronym

Definition

a.k.a.

also known as

BSM

Blanket Shield Module

CMM

Cassette Multifunctional Mover

CPRHS

Cask and Plug Remote Handling System

CTM

Cassette Toroidal Mover

CTS

Cask Transfer System

DTP

Divertor Test Platform

FW

First Wall

GDC

Glow Discharge Cleaning

H plasma
HC
HW/SW
IO

Plasma made of Hydrogen (no Deuterium and Tritium)
Hot Cell
Hardware/Software
ITER Organization

IRMS

ITER Remote Maintenance System

ITER

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

IRMS

ITER Remote Maintenance System

IVT

In Vessel Transporter

IVVS

In Vessel Viewing System

NB

Neutral Beam

PA

Procurement Arrangement

PFC

Plasma Facing Component

PP

Procurement Package

RH

Remote Handling

RHCS

Remote Handling Control System

SCEE

Second Cassette End Effector

SIC

Safety Important Class

TB

Tokamak Building

TBC/TBD
VV

To be confirmed/defined
Vacuum Vessel
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1.‐ INTRODUCTION
ITER is a first‐of‐kind Tokamak fusion nuclear plant and its related remote maintenance also represents a significant novelty.
During the ITER lifetime components that operate near the hot plasma will have to be replaced due to erosion and damage. Because
of the level of radioactivity, soon after the start of the Deuterium‐Tritium pulses, these operations will be carried out by means of full
Remote Handling (RH) procedures using the ITER Remote Maintenance System (IRMS). The novel and complex requirements for the
RH tasks in such a nuclear environment make the IRMS deeply linked to the whole ITER design, schedule and operation. Remote
maintenance is required inside the Vacuum Vessel (VV), the Cryostat, the Neutral Beam Cell, and the Hot Cell (HC).
In‐vessel components like Blanket modules, port plugs and Divertor cassettes will be replaced on a scheduled basis or on demand
with the use of special robotic vehicles, manipulators and tools. These operations will imply the disconnection, removal and
transportation of these components from the Tokamak Building (TB) to the HC building where they will be refurbished or prepared
for disposal as radwaste. Because of neutron activation all the RH systems have to be gamma radiation tolerant.

Figure 1: 3‐D view of ITER

The “nuclear phase” of ITER just described will be preceded by some years of operations (mostly using H plasmas) without significant
production of neutrons. During this preparatory phase the IRMS will be initially utilised in support of first assembly of ITER (using only
some of the RH devices) and later on in preparation of the start of the real nuclear maintenance with a staged and progressive
approach towards an effective full remotisation.
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The IRMS to be procured is broken down in six major sub‐systems, called Procurement Packages (PP), four of which are allocated as
procurement‐in‐kind to Europe (EU), one to Japan (JA) and one procured directly to the ITER Organization (IO) by using their own
funds:


Divertor RH System (EU)



Cask and Plug Remote Handling System (CPRHS), a.k.a. Transfer Cask System (EU)



In‐Vessel Viewing System (EU)



Neutral Beam Cell RH System (EU)



Blanket RH System (JA),



HC RH System (IO)

For their RH procurement‐in‐kind, Europe takes full responsibility on a given PP at the moment the related Procurement
Arrangement (PA) is jointly signed with the IO. The PA defines in particular scope, requirements (functional specifications), interfaces,
schedule and management of the package under consideration. A reference conceptual design of the PP, validating the
requirements, is also annexed to the PA.
Because of the nuclear environment, each RH system will have to be designed and manufactured in such a way as to be fail‐safe,
recoverable or rescueable, inspectable and maintainable.
In Section 2, the various RH sub‐systems are described. Section 2.1 explains the four packages (i.e. Divertor Remote Handling, Cask
and Plug Remote Handling, In Vessel Viewing System and Neutral Beam Remote Handling) for which Europe will be responsible for
preliminary, final design and manufacturing until final acceptance at the ITER site in Cadarache – France. For completeness, Section
2.2 includes some information of the other packages: Blanket Remote Handling and Hot Cell, responsibility of JA and IO respectively.

2.‐ DESCRIPTION OF THE ITER REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS

2.1‐ EU PROCUREMENT
2.1.1. DIVERTOR REMOTE HANDLING
The ITER Divertor is segmented into 54 remotely removable cassettes (indicative dimensions 3.4 x 1.2 x 0.6 m, weight 10
tonnes) which have to sustain heat loads coming from the fusion reaction (neutrons) and extract Helium ash and other
impurities from the plasma. Because of the magnetic configuration, it is anticipated that plasma particles will hit the Divertor
Plasma Facing Components (PFC) and it is expected that this cumulative erosion of the PFC will require the exchange of the
whole Divertor three times during the first 20 years of ITER operation.
The Divertor Remote Handling shall, therefore, provide the means for remote installation and removal of the ITER Divertor and
the Divertor‐related components, which includes:


RH port Primary Closure Plate (PCP),



diagnostic racks and ducts in the Divertor level



the 54 Divertor cassettes

(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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There is a high accuracy requirement for the Divertor installation and removal due to both space constraints, around the
components with limited clearances in the access points, and to the necessary millimetric positional accuracy of the PFC. This
operational scenario demands very precise calibration for all remote operations, i.e. manipulation, locking/unlocking, pipe
cutting / welding / inspection, sensing and viewing. Dust cleaning (i.e. vacuum cleaning of the FW and PFC eroded particles in the
form of dust/flakes which naturally accumulate in the Divertor region) could also be a requirement of the Divertor RH system.
All Divertor RH operations are performed with a dedicated Divertor CPRHS unit (described later) docked in ports 2, 8 and 14 at
the lower level of the VV. From these ports the cassette movers are introduced from the CPRHS into the port. These movers are
composed of the Cassette Multifunctional Mover (CMM), a tractor moving radially along the port and equipped with various
end‐effectors for cassette transportation, and a Cassette Toroidal Mover (CTM), delivered into the VV by the CMM, able to
move in the toroidal direction in order to transport the cassettes from its in‐vessel location to the entry/exit point (Figure 2).
The CPRHS transfers each cassette to the HC where it can be refurbished (where the eroded/damaged PFCs are replaced) or it is
disposed of as radwaste.

Figure 2: Sketch of the Divertor RH System in operation
(in blue the CMM on the right and the CTM on the left, in green the Divertor cassettes)

The indicative scope of the Divertor RH procurement is as follows:
 2 CMMs (consisting of CMM tractor, end effectors and umbilical)
 2 right‐hand‐side CTMs and umbilical
 2 left‐hand‐side CTMs and umbilical
 2 set of tools for cassette cooling pipe cutting, welding & inspection
 2 set of tools for activation of the cassette locking system
(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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 3 Manipulator arms to perform auxiliary tasks
 other tooling, dust cleaner, rescue devices TBD
 Divertor Remote Handling Control System (RHCS) ‐ comprising cabling, cubicles, consoles, software and control room
hardware etc.

A robust R&D programme is ongoing in Europe for developing and validating the Divertor RH concepts with in particular the
Divertor Test Platform (DTP2) in Tampere – Finland, where full scale proof‐of‐principle prototypes of the Divertor RH systems
(CMM, Manipulator Arm, RHCS etc.) are operated and Divertor handling tests are being performed, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Initial set‐up of the DTP2 facility (further upgrades/expansions are possible)

2.1.2. THE CASK AND PLUG REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEM
The ITER CPRHS, a.k.a. Transfer Cask System, is a critical element of the IRMS devoted to confinement and transportation of
components between the TB and HC.
The individual CPRHS units defined as Safety Importance Class 1 (SIC‐1), must ensure radioactive confinement during the
opening and closure of the VV and HC ports, enable installation/removal of components and provide transportation within the
buildings. The CPRHS units are leak tight but do not shield the irradiation produced by the in‐vessel components on‐board. This
makes the cask lighter but prevents human access in the vicinity of the CPRHS during transfer operations.

(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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Based on a modular appro
oach, each of the
e CPRHS is subdivvided into three sub‐systems (Figgure 4): the caskk envelope, the p
pallet
and the Caask Transfer Systeem (CTS). The en
nvelope is equipped with a leak‐ttight double doo
or interfacing all ports and specific in‐
cask devicees to handle the components during installation aand removal. The cask envelope is connected to the CTS by mean
ns of
the pallet which
w
is equipped with the mechanism to supp
port, align and dock
d the cask to
o the port. This allows
a
the CTS to
o be
separated easily and remo
otely from the caask to improve fllexibility, efficien
ncy, and safety. TThe CTS itself con
nsists of a moveeable
hat can support the
t weight of pallet, cask envelop
pe, in‐casks devicces and transporrted components and includes alll the
platform th
componen
nts required for remote control and navigation off the CPRHS.

The individu
ual CPRHS geom
metry varies accorrding to the size,, layout and typee of components transported. In total,
t
seven diffeerent
types of cassk are required as
a listed below (to
ogether with thee handled compo
onent):


Cryopump (access from
m eight VV portss of the lower levvel) using the Cryyopump CPRHS and
a mover;



Diverttor cassettes (fro
om three VV po
orts of the loweer level) using the Divertor CPR
RHS (also servin
ng a 4 port forr the

th

diagno
ostic rack);


In‐Vesssel Viewing Systtem (IVVS) and Glow
G Discharge C
Cleaning (GDC) syystem (from six V
VV ports of the lower level) with
h the
IVVS CPRHS
C
and moveer;



Blankeet Modules (from
m four VV ports of
o the equatorial level) using the two
t IVT CPRHS (iintermediate and
d main);



Equato
orial Heating and
d Diagnostics plu
ugs (from all portss of the equatoriial level) using the Equatorial CPR
RHS and mover;



Upperr Heating and Diaagnostics plugs (ffrom all ports of the upper level) using the Upperr CPRHS and movver;

Figure 4: Two representations
r
o the CPRHS (piccture on the righ
of
ht with cask closu
ure panels omitteed).

nsion of the largeest CPRHS is 850
00 x 2620 x 36800 mm (length x width
w
x height) and a maximum weight of aboutt 100
The dimen
tonnes (inccluding its 50‐ton
nne payload).
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The CPRHS requires, like the others RH packages, a powerful and reliable control system and its human‐machine interface to
provide operators with visual feedback and spatial awareness during remote operations. The vehicles will move semi‐
autonomously (powered by on‐board batteries) and will be remotely controlled following prescribed trajectories defined
according to the different RH maintenance operations (see example in Figure 5).

Figure 5: Example of CPRHS trajectories in the Divertor level of Tokamak Building.
At the moment there is a provision for full scale prototyping of CPRHS and operation in an dedicated test facility whose main
features have been identified but the final decision on which has not yet been taken.
The indicative scope of CPRHS procurement is as follows:


14 CPRHS units with envelope, front & rear double shield doors, pallet and CTS



up to 7 rescue units with enclosure, front and rear double shield doors and transfer systems



5 in‐cask handling systems (not counting the Divertor RH and Blanket RH which are themselves separate PPs)



up to 7 in‐rescue cask handling systems



4 HC port adaptors



RHCS (like for Divertor RH)

2.1.3 THE IN‐VESSEL VIEWING SYSTEM
The IVVS is a fundamental tool to perform in‐vessel inspections between plasma pulses or during a shutdown. It consists of six
identical IVVS‐GDC plug units (see Figure 6) mounted in penetrations located at the lower level of the VV (ports 3, 5, 9, 11, 15, 17)
where two different systems will share the in‐vessel access from behind the BSMs: the in‐vessel viewing and metrology system
proper (IVVS) and the glow discharge cleaning (GDC) system which is procured by China.

(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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The
T IVVS will be
e used to perform
m scheduled and
d on‐demand in
nspections insidee the VV to surveey the status of the blanket FW and
Divertor plasma facing compone
ents. Using a neaar‐infrared laser‐b
based scan an im
mage of the surfaaces and distancees from the scan
nning
head is acquired
d.
Because of the operational
o
requirements and constraints the dessign of the IVVS‐G
GDC plug poses many
m challengess with regard to:


lay‐ou
ut and integration
n of the various plug
p componentss into the geome
etrically constrain
ned environmen
nt



resistaance to the desiggn loads coming from
f
plasma tran
nsients and seism
mic events



compaatibility with thee ITER environmental conditionss (within the prim
mary vacuum bo
oundaries): neuttron fluence up to 5
1015 n/cm2 (TBC), gam
mma dose rates and
a doses up to 5 KGy/h and 5 MGy, ultra high vacuum, bakingg temperature 2000°C
m
field up to 8 Tesla
and magnetic



fail‐saffeness, recoverability, reliability, availability,
a
main
ntainability and in
nspectability



system
m lifecycle from
m first assemb
bly and installattion, operation and transporttation via CPRH
HS to the HC for
repair//replacement off components.

(a) 3‐D view of the plug into the VV port with IVVSS and GDC parked

(b) lateral view of th
he IVVS during in‐vesssel inspection

Figuree 6: Schematic viiews of the IVVS‐‐GDC plug

The
T specification
ns for the IVVS syystem are:


metro
ology accuracy: 0.5 mm at 5 m disstance with respeect to ITER relevaant materials and
d surfaces



viewin
ng spatial resoluttion: ≤1mm at target distances off 0.5m‐4m and ≤3mm
≤
at target d
distances up to 10
0m



inspecction time: ≤ 8h for
f an overnight inspection
i
of thee whole VV



d) self‐
f‐illumination, i.e.. no need of exteernal light sourcee.

The
T same plug hosts
h
the GDC eleectrode and its feeeding lines proccured by China.
The
T indicative sccope of procurem
ment includes sixx identical units each
e composed of:
o


plug housing
h
and closu
ure flange with feeed‐through, plu
ugged into the VV
V port



deployyment systems for
f the IVVS prob
be and GDC electtrode, with drag chain, actuation mechanism, sen
nsors etc.



IVVS probe
p
and its sup
pply/signal lines



Interfaaces with the GD
DC probe and its supply/cooling/s
s
signal lines/contrrol system (outsid
de the EU scope of supply)



IVVS RHCS
R
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The possibility to include in the scope, in addition to spare parts, a spare unit for replacement purposes and an additional IVVS
system (non‐nuclear grade) for training and development purposes is under consideration.
A significant IVVS probe R&D programme has been carried out with regard to a laser‐based viewing/metrology technology with
a proof‐of‐principle laboratory system (not fully ITER relevant) in ENEA Frascati ‐ Italy, see Figure 7.

(a) IVVS probe laboratory system

(b) viewing image

(c) 3‐D plot starting from metrology data

Figure 7: IVVS mock‐up and examples of results

2.1.4 THE NB CELL RH
The Neutral Beam Cell (Figure 8) hosts one Diagnostic Neutral Beam injector, two (or potentially three) Heating & Current Drive
Neutral Beam injectors and, at the upper level, three diagnostic plugs. From the start of the ITER Deuterium‐Tritium phase, due
to neutron activation and to contamination with Tritium and activated dust, the components belonging to all these systems will
require remote maintenance. The variety of RH tasks to be performed within the NB Cell necessitates a complex system of RH
devices.

(a) overall layout with crane railway

(b) detail of the crane lifting on NB components

Figure 8: 3‐D views of the NB cell RH

(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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The indicative scope is:


50‐tonne monorail crane equipped with special lifting interfaces and able to transport the various components from their
original location to a specific transfer area for transfer to and from the NB Cell.



transport cradle specifically designed for the 26‐tonne NB source/accelerator



force feedback manipulator arms and various tooling (for pipe cutting & welding, connectors, mechanical fixing etc.)



special end‐effectors/devices for the installation and removal of the diagnostic tubes located in the upper port plug level



auxiliary devices for temporary storage and transportation



NB RHCS

In the scope of each of the four RH systems described so far spare parts will be included in order to ensure scheduled and
unscheduled replacement of components which have failed or at the end of life (with respect to mechanical wearing,
degradation due to radiation etc.).

2.2‐ OTHER PACKAGES NOT UNDER THE EUROPEAN RESPONSIBILITY (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)
2.2.1 BLANKET REMOTE HANDLING (JA PROCUREMENT)
The Blanket Shield Module (BSM) of ITER is composed of 440 water‐cooled modules that:


protect the surrounding VV and superconducting magnets from the 14 MeV neutrons produced by the fusion reactions



interact with the outer layers of plasma particles.

Replacement of some BSMs is likely to be required at least once during the lifetime of ITER due to local erosion or damage. The
installation and removal of the BSM will be performed by the In‐Vessel Transporter (IVT) running on a passive rail self‐deployed
around the equatorial region. The IVT implies the use of up to four pairs of CPRHS (main and intermediate) operating in VV port
cells 3, 8, 12 and 17 for the support of the IVT rail, the deployment of the IVT vehicle/manipulator system & services plus the
hosting of the BSM exchange system. The IVT also provides complementary functionalities like bolting/unbolting, cooling pipes
cutting, welding & inspection and sensing/viewing. Up to 4 BSM can be transferred in the CPRHS from VV to HC building for
refurbishment (e.g. change of the damaged First Wall (FW) panels that are the front components of the BSM) and/or disposal as
radwaste.
Each BSM (indicative weight around 4 tonnes) requires the remote manipulation with 5 mm accuracy between the module and
the support keys in the VV. During IVT operation, connection and disconnection of the rail joint, for rail deployment/stowage in
the CPRHS, is a crucial operation (Figure 9).

(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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Vacuum vessel (VV)
Vehicle
manipulator
Transfer cask

Connection
mechanism

Rail
Rail

Rail

VV

(a) Connection of rail joint

(b) Rail deployment into VV

Rail
Blanket module

Manipulator

End-effector
(c) IVT handling a blanket module

Key

(d) full scale prototype testing in Japan

Figure 9: Examples of the blanket‐RH‐related operations

The remote installation of BSMs is carried out using sensor‐based control, with a combination of distance sensors for rough
positioning plus force and contact sensors for fine positioning. A camera, using a monocular vision method, provides visual
information which is processed to determine the relative positioning between location keys and BSM.
(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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During the ITER nuclear phase the decay gamma dose rates during in‐vessel maintenance will be in the order of several
hundreds of Gy/h, therefore, all RH systems must be tolerant to such high levels of radioactivity and to a total dose in excess of
1 MGy.

2.2.2 THE HOT CELL RH SYSTEM (IO PROCUREMENT)
The Hot Cell facility – to be procured by the IO with its funds ‐ will provide a secure environment and handling facilities for
performing two main functions:


the repair, refurbishment and testing of components that must be returned to service



radwaste processing and storage

The above mentioned operations will be carried out with the radioactive and/or contaminated Tokamak components from the
vessel and from the Neutral Beam injection system: Divertor cassettes, blanket modules, heating and diagnostic plugs and
tubes, cryo‐pumps, NB components etc.
In order to carry out these operations, the HC (Figure 10) is organized in various subsystems, each of them installed in a
dedicated area with specific equipment and tools for the execution of RH tasks on the machine components and on the HC
systems (e.g. lights, connectors, cables). Most of the processes will be performed by RH equipment with the support of a
viewing system (cameras) for surveillance and close up monitoring.
Specialised equipment will be use to clean the machine components prior to the start of the repair /refurbishment/ testing
operations in order to reduce the radioactive dust inventory inside the HC and keep the HC RH tooling contamination as low as
possible. The same equipment will be used for the decontamination of the IRMS to allow subsequent hands‐on maintenance
and inspection prior to its returning to service. General purpose RH workstations will be provided to support the repair,
refurbishment and radwaste processing operations. These will consist of adjustable support structures to place the machine
component in the most favourable orientation relative to the RH tooling. The latter will be deployed by gantry cranes fitted with
telescopic masts and manipulator(s).

(a) overall HC layout

(b) example of HC maintenance on Divertor

Figure 10: 3‐D views of the ITER HC
(mod. QA-236 F4E_D_22GTTD)
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All HC RH systems will be designed to be compatible with the ITER maintenance schedule for the in‐vessel and NB cell
components and be capable of rescued if necessary and repaired when required.

3.‐ FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The previous sections have shown that the IRMS is the collection and integration of numerous systems each one being the
combination of diverse technologies (e.g. moving machinery, cranes, force feedback manipulators, special tooling/end effectors,
umbilicals, rad‐hard viewing/sensing components, RHCS etc.) which need to be developed into a coherent space‐constrained design
which exceeds by far in complexity any similar experience (e.g. the JET RH system). There is still a significant amount of design and
R&D required in order to move from the present status (conceptual design ongoing, supported by some R&D actions) to the final
design, procurement and delivery to site.
Some key elements of the implementation scenario are:
a)

the completion of the conceptual design and functional specification for all the IRMS subsystems and the identification of
the related R&D actions (e.g. the pre‐qualification of radiation tolerant components) including defining the requirements
for prototyping and testing in facilities

b)

the identification of industrial integrators able to produce the final design and manufacture the IRMS using qualified
technologies

c)

the manufacturing and test of full scale ITER‐relevant IRMS prototypes to be tested in dedicated facilities to validate the
design and to start the preparation of the ITER remote handling team training and operations. The extent to which
prototyping is to be performed is still TBD.

d)

the manufacturing of the final IRMS taking into account the results of the prototyping

e)

the delivery to site, final integration & commissioning and hand‐over to the IO.

Steps b) to e) will be under the full responsibility of Europe for the four PPs allocated to it.
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